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The general situation of quantum distribution functions in
phase space and their relation to the corresponden ce rules is briefly re
viewed. It is shown that, contrary to a recent suggestion, the Margenau
and Hill distribution is not the distribution indicated by Quantum Me-
chanics.

RESl-"1EN

Se hace una breve revisión de la situación general de las fun-
ciones de distribución en el espacio fase y su relación con las reglas
de correspondencia. Se muestra que, contrariamente a una sugerencia re-
ciente, la distribución de Margenau y Hi11 no es la distribución indica-
da por la mecánica cuántica.

1. INfROrucrION

Nowadays the probabilistic nature of quantum mcchanical predi£
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tiaos is gencrally acceptcd. This motivatcd the study of the fcasibili-
ty of reformulating Quantum ~~chanics (~f) as a consistent statistical
(stochastic) theary v•.hich couId be dcscribed in tenns of a distribution

function P(P.q) in pitase space( 1-3}. Such él probahi 1ity distribution

h'ould make it possiblc to calculate the expcctation value of an}' opera-

tor O{A(p.q)} of the dyna'l1ical variables position aOO mcrnentLml rcprescn-

ted by the operators q and p rcspectivcly* as

(O{A(p,q) » JI P(p,q)A(p,q)dpdq ( 1)

where ( ) denotes the quantLDnmechanical average or expectation valuc,
and A(p,q) is the elassiea! eounterpart of O{A(p,q) l. The funetion

P(P.q} would bE::uniquc aod non negative definitc and \-o'ouId yield the

quantum marginal distributions when integrated aver either of the varia-
bles**

f P(p,q)dp

f P(p,q)dq

Ilj¡(q)l'

IHp)l'

(2.a)

(2. b)

with W(q) and ~(p) representing the stlte of the system proyected into
the coordinate or momcntum space respectively, beinR related by a Fourier
transfonn as

lj¡(q) 1
(2TIh) 1/'

(3)

where h is Planck's constant divided by 2n. There have becn huilt many
functions bilinear in $ which do satisfy the conclítions imposed by Eqs.
(2)(4-6), the first and most widely kno~n being the Wi~er distribution.
Neverthelcss they are not compatible to each other and QM does not pro-
vide enough critería to single out cne among a11 of them. Furthermore

• All integrals go
plicitely.

.* This requirement
relations.

from -~ to +~ and time dependence is nat incJuded e~

also guarar:tees the satisfaction of the Heisenberg
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they may take negative or even irnaginary values. In spite oí these limi
tations these "qu3si Mprohabi 1ity" distributions have becn recognized as
useful too15 and are currentl)' uscd in dcaling with ccrtain (quasi-clas-
sical) problems in statistical rncchanics(7) whcrc they allow unified in-
vcstigations oí equilibrium and non equilibrium propcrtics far classical
and quantal systems. They havc al50 becn used in studying the cohcrcnce
properties oí light(8). but in all cases the choice of the distribution
funetían used is quite arbitraI)",

It has recently been indicated(9) that Q'I suggests a particu-

lar joint distribution. namely, the f\-1argenauand HUI distribution(S)

given by

P(p,q) ...!.- Re{~(q) f e-hp ~'(q-ht)dT)
2.

(4)

If truc, this would imply that the Rivier or s)~trization rule given
by

( 5)

is "the" association rule indicated by ~1. In this note it is shQ\o.llthe
inaccuracy of this resulto

2. DISTRIBtrrION RlNCfIONS

The problem of constructing a joint distribution in phase
space is closely related to the problem of associating operators to q~

tum variables. This becames clear by ~Titting the expectation valuc of
O{ei9q + iTp} in ~enns of P(p,q) by using Eq. (1):

O{eiSq + iTP} = ff P(p,q)ei9q + iTp dqdp

This equation can be inverted by a double Fourier transform to obtain
P{p,q) :

(6)

P{p,q) 1

(2.)' (7)
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_1_ L
(2.)' n,m=O

(ia)n(iT)m ff <O{pmqn})e-i8q-iTp dadT
n: m~

This last equation shows explicitly how the choice of a charactcristic
function (O{ei9q + itP}) ar equivalently oí an association rule Q{pnqm}
determines uniquely the joint probability distribution. In this respect
~1 does not provide a general consistent way oí 3ssociating opcrators to
quantum variables. There are sorne general criteria such as the henmiti-
city condition far opcrators in arder to ensure real expcctation values,
their coincidence wi th their classical counterparts in the 1imit h -+ O.
and so en; nevertheless more than ane association rule fits these re-
quirements. A review oí the manypossible rules can be found somc\'onere
else(10. 11). Suthcrland(9) has used an alternative method to construct
the joint distribution based on the general relation

P(p,q) = P(q) p(plq) ( 8)

Iotlere P(plq) is a eonditional probability of p being between p and p. dp

whenq is between q and q + dq; therefore P(pl q) includes the correlat ions
between q and p. FromEq. (1) the expectation value of O{eiTP} can be
written as

<eitP} JI P(p,q)eiTP dq dp

= f P(q) [eiTP Jq dq

(9. a)

(9.b)

( 10)

".mere[eiTP ] represents the classicaJ conditional meanvalue at posi-q
tion q defined by

[eiTP Jq = f P(plq)eiTP dp

On the other hand, according to ~1 this expectation value is given by

f ~'(q)eiTP ~(q) dq

lf P(q) = I~(q) l' is used, this equation ean then be written in a form
similar to Eq, (9.b):
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= f
and (eiTp) , the quantlDll counterpart oí [eiTP ] ' is fOillld to he

q q

_ 1 i tp ~( )- ~e q ~(~) ~(q+ hT) ( 11)

Therefore, by using [eitp ] q

p(plq)

This last equation, if inverted. givcs

1 f (eitp) e-ilP dt2n q

( 12)

and if p(plq) is knOl,n, P(p,q) can be obtained by using Eq. (8). This
reasoning leads to the standard distribution and therefore to the stand-
ard ordering rule Q{pnqm} : qmpn. If we impose the additional require-
ment that expectation values should be real or equivalently that opera-
tors should be hermitian (this can be done by taking the real part oí
the distribution or by symmetrizing the opcrators rcspectively). the
previous procedure leads unambiguously to the P.largenau and HUI distrib,!!

tian.
The problem with this derivation is that although Eq. (12) can

be fonnally inverted, (eiTp> does not canta in enough elements to gene-
q

rate p(plq). This is evident fran the fact that the P(p,q) thus cons-
tructed cannot be isolated in Eq. (9.a) íTem which it was obtained, that
is, it is meaningful only when integrated ovcr q:

lf instcad this method had been applied to Eq. (6) (which can indeed be

inverted), we would have obtaincd
[ ei6q + i tp ]

q
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with its quantum counterpart given by

(O{eieq + iTp) = 1 O{eieq + iTP¡ W(q)
q ~(q)

Therefore

J P(plq)eieq + iTp dp = ~(~) O{eieq + iTP¡ ~(q)

írem which P(p,q) can be obtained by making a Fourier transform oí this
last equation and multiplying P(plq) by P(q) = I~(q)12, that is:

P(p,q) P(q)P(plq)

This equation corrobora tes that therc can be constructed as many distri-
bution functions as association rules may be proposed.

3. FINAL REMARKS

For completeness. it should be added that it has beco demonstr,!
ted(12) the impossibility oí constructing a positive definite joint dis-
tribution bilinear in W. en the other hand it has becn identified(13)
an infinite class oí positive definite functions (not bilinc3r in W) sa-
tisfying Eq. (2), which lcad to non linear association rules for the
crossed products o{pnqm} , but they are constructed merely on mathematical
grounds. The question oí tmiqueness remains opened.
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